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Abstract
We consider data-structures for answering reachability and distance queries on constant-treewidth graphs with
n nodes, on the standard RAM computational model with wordsize W = ⇥(log n). Our first contribution is a
data-structure that after O(n) preprocessing time, allows (1) pair reachability queries in O(1) time; and (2) single-
source reachability queries in O( nlogn ) time. This is (asymptotically) optimal and is faster than DFS/BFS when
answering more than a constant number of single-source queries. The data-structure uses at all times O(n) space.
Our second contribution is a space-time tradeoff data-structure for distance queries. For any ✏ 2 (0, 1], we provide a
data-structure with O(n) preprocessing time that allows pair queries in O(n1 ✏ ·↵2(n)) time, where ↵ is the inverse
of the Ackermann function, and at all times uses O(n✏) working space, where the input graph G only belongs to the
input space and does not contribute to the working space.
Keywords: Graph algorithms; Constant-treewidth graphs; Reachability queries; Distance queries
1 Introduction
In this work we consider two of the most classic graph algorithmic problems, namely the reachability and distance
problems, on low-treewidth graphs. We consider the case where the input is a graph G with n nodes and a tree-
decomposition Tree(G) of G with b = O(n) bags and width t. The computational model is the standard RAM with
wordsizeW = ⇥(log n).
Low-treewidth graphs. A very well-known concept in graph theory is the notion of treewidth of a graph, which is
a measure of how similar a graph is to a tree (a graph has treewidth 1 precisely if it is a tree) [34]. The treewidth of
a graph is defined based on a tree decomposition of the graph [27], see Section 2 for a formal definition. Beyond the
mathematical elegance of the treewidth property for graphs, there are many classes of graphs which arise in practice
and have low (even constant) treewidth. An important example is that the control flow graph for goto-free programs for
many programming languages are of constant treewidth [37]. Also many chemical compounds have treewidth 3 [39].
For many other applications see the surveys [11, 14]. Given a tree decomposition of a graph with low treewidth t,
many problems on the graph become complexity-wise easier (i.e., many NP-complete problems for arbitrary graphs
can be solved in time polynomial in the size of the graph, but exponential in t, given a tree decomposition [4, 8, 10]).
Even for problems that can be solved in polynomial time, faster algorithms can be obtained for low-treewidth graphs,
for example, for the distance (or the shortest path) problem [18]. The constant treewidth of control flow graphs has also
been shown to lead to faster algorithms for interprocedural analysis [16], quantitative verification [17], and analysis of
concurrent programs [15].
Reachability/distance problems. The pair reachability (resp., distance) problem is one of the most classic graph
algorithmic problems that, given a pair of nodes u, v, asks to compute if there is a path from u to v (resp., the weight
of the shortest path from u to v). The single-source variant problem given a node u asks to solve the pair problem u, v
for every node v. Finally, the all pairs variant asks to solve the pair problem for each pair u, v. While there exist many
classic algorithms for the distance problem, such asA⇤-algorithm (pair) [29], Dijkstra’s algorithm (single-source) [21],
Bellman-Ford algorithm (single-source) [6, 25, 32], Floyd-Warshall algorithm (all pairs) [24, 38, 35], and Johnson’s
algorithm (all pairs) [30] and others for various special cases, there exist in essence only two different algorithmic
ideas for reachability: Fast matrix multiplication (all pairs) [23] and DFS/BFS (single-source) [20].
Previous results. The algorithmic question of the distance (pair, single-source, all pairs) problem for low-treewidth
graphs has been considered extensively in the literature, and many data-structures have been presented [2, 18, 33, 1,
5, 19]. The previous results are incomparable, in the sense that the best data-structure depends on the treewidth and
the number of queries. The pair query reachability for low-treewidth graphs has been considered in [40]. Despite
many results for constant (or low) treewidth graphs, none of them improves the complexity for the basic single-source
reachability problem, i.e., the bound for DFS/BFS has not been improved in any of the previous works.
Our results. Our algorithms take as input a graph G with n nodes, and a tree decomposition of width t with O(n)
bags. Our main contributions are as follows (summarized in Table 1 and Table 2):
1. Our first contribution is a data-structure that supports reachability queries in G. The computational complexity
we achieve is as follows: (i) O(n · t2) preprocessing (construction) time; (ii) O(n · t) space; (iii) O(dt/ log ne)
pair-query time; and (iv) O(n · t/ log n) time for single-source queries. Note that for constant-treewidth graphs,
the data-structure is optimal in the sense that it only uses linear preprocessing time, and supports answering
queries in the size of the output (the output for single-source queries requires one bit per node, and thus has
size ⇥(n/W ) = ⇥(n/ log n)). Moreover, also for constant-treewidth graphs, the data-structure answers single-
source queries faster than DFS/BFS, after linear preprocessing time (which is asymptotically the same as for
DFS/BFS). Thus there exists a constant c0 such that the total of the preprocessing and querying time of the
data-structure is smaller than that of DFS/BFS for answering at least c0 single-source queries. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first data-structure which is faster than DFS/BFS for solving single-source reachability
on an important class of sparse graphs. While our data-structure achieves this using so-called word-tricks,
DFS/BFS have not been made faster using word-tricks.
2. Second, we present a space-time tradeoff data-structure that supports distance queries in G and given a number
✏ in (0, 1]. The weights of G come from the set of integers Z, but we do not allow negative cycles. The
computational complexity we achieve is as follows: (i)O(n·t2) preprocessing (construction) time; (ii)O(n✏ ·t2)
working space; and (iii) O(n1 ✏ · t2 · ↵2(n)) time for pair queries, where ↵ is the inverse Ackermann function.
The above data-structure considers that a tree decomposition of G is part of the input, and does not contribute
to the space complexity. Instead, if only the graph G is given as input, we present a data-structure for constant-
treewidth graphs that for any ✏ 2 [1/2, 1] operates in (i) polynomial preprocessing time; (ii) O(n✏) working
space; and (iii) O(n1 ✏ · ↵2(n)) time for pair queries.
Table 1: Data-structures for pair and single-source reachability queries, on a directed graph G with n nodes, and a
tree decomposition of width t. The model of computation is the standard RAM model with wordsizeW = ⇥(log n).
Rows 1 and 2 are previous results, and row i is the result of this paper.
Row Preprocessing time Space usage Pair query time Single-source query time From
1 O(n · log n) O(n · log n) O(log n) O(n · log n) a [40] b
2 – O(dn/ log ne) – O(n · t) = O(m) DFS/BFS [20]
i O(n · t2) O(n · t) O(
l
t
logn
m
) O( n·tlogn ) Theorem 2
a Obtained by multiplying the time for a pair query by n.
b The result is only stated for constant treewidth.
Technical contributions. Our results rely on three key technical contributions:
1. A core component in both of our results is computing local distances (or reachability) in the bags of a tree-
decomposition, namely, for every pair of nodes u, v that appear in a bag, compute the distance from u to v, (or
whether v is reachable from u). This computation has been considered before, e.g. in [2, 18, 31]. The existing
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Table 2: Data-structures for pair and single-source distance queries, on a weighted directed graph G with n nodes,m
edges, and a tree decomposition of width t, height h and b bags (and b   n/t). The number ✏ can be any fixed number
in (0, 1]. We use eO to hide polynomial factors of ↵(n), which is the inverse Ackermann function. When measuring
space complexity, we do not count the input size. Rows 1-6 are previous results, and row i is the result of this paper.
Row Preprocessing time Space usage Pair query time Single-source query time From
1 O(n2 · t) O(n2) O(1) O(n) [33] a
2 O(n · t3) O(n · t3) eO(t3) O(n · t3) [18]
3 O(n · t3 · log h) O(b · t2) O(t2 · log log n) O(n · t2 · log log n) b [2]
4 O(n · t2 · log2 n) O(n · t · log n) O(t · log n) O(n · t · log n)b [1]
5 O(n · t · log n) O(n · t · log n) O(t2 · log2 n) O(n · t2 · log2 n) b [5, 19]
6 Not given O(n✏ · t2 · log2 n) c O(n1 ✏ · t · log n) – d [2] e
i O(n · t2) O(n✏ · t2) eO(n1 ✏ · t2) – d Theorem 5
a This data-structure solves the all pairs problem in the given time and space bounds.
b Obtained by multiplying the time for a pair query by n.
c This is the space usage after preprocessing.
d Not given since the size of the output is larger than the data-structure.
e Note that [2] does not explicitly state the tradeoff given (they only state linear space), but it follows from their
technique by picking other values for their variable k.
solutions are “bag-centric”, as they rely on applying an all-pairs (transitive closure) computation in the bags
of the tree-decomposition. We develop a new algorithm for this problem which is “node-centric”, and saves a
factor t in the time and space complexity compared to the existing methods. The correctness is based on a newly
introduced notion of “U-shaped paths”, which may be of general interest.
2. For pair reachability queries, the key idea is to store reachability information from each node to O(log n) other
nodes. For single-source queries, for some nodes this reachability information might be of size ⇥(n), but on
average remains O(log n). In addition, our data-structure computes reachability information in such a way
that allows for compact representation and fast retrieval using word tricks, which for constant-treewidth graphs
leads to asymptotically optimal preprocessing and query (both pair and single-source) bounds. The idea of
storing O(log n) information per node has appeared before ([40, 18]) however those algorithms follow different
approaches, where word tricks do not seem to be applicable (at least not without significantly modifying the
algorithms).
3. For distance queries, we also introduce the notion of summary trees, which lead to a family of preprocessing vs
query time tradeoffs. The latter is a rather technical result, and is presented only in the full version, which is
attached in the Appendix. Our space efficient data-structure uses the techniques of U-shaped paths and summary
trees together with a space efficient way to partition a tree decomposition into components, which leads to the
stated space-time tradeoff.
2 Preliminaries
Graphs. We consider weighted directed graphs G = (V,E,wt) where V is a set of n nodes, E ✓ V ⇥ V is an edge
relation of m edges, and wt : E ! Z is a weight function where Z is the set of integers. In the sequel we write
graphs for directed graphs, and explicitly mention if the graph is undirected. Given a set X ✓ V , we denote by G[X]
the subgraph (X,E \ (X ⇥ X)) of G induced by the set of nodes X . A path P : u  v is a sequence of nodes
(x1, . . . , xk) such that u = x1, v = xk, and for all 1  i  k   1 we have (xi, xi+1) 2 E. The path P is simple if
every node appears at most once in P . The length of P is k   1, and a single node is by itself a 0-length path. We
denote by E⇤ ✓ V ⇥ V the transitive closure of E, i.e., (u, v) 2 E⇤ iff there exists a path P : u  v. Given a path
P , a node u, and a set of nodes A, we use the set notation u 2 P to denote that u appears in P , and A \ P to refer
to the set of nodes that appear in both P and A. The weight function is extended to paths, and the weight of a path
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Figure 1: A graph G with treewidth 2 (left) and a corresponding tree-decomposition Tree(G) (right).
P = (x1, . . . , xk) is wt(P ) =
Pk 1
i=1 wt(xi, xi+1) if k > 1, else wt(P ) = 0. For u, v 2 V , the distance from u to v
is defined as d(u, v) = minP :u v wt(P ), where P ranges over simple paths in G (and d(u, v) = 1 if no such path
exists). We consider that G does not have negative cycles.
Trees. A (rooted) tree T = (VT , ET ) is an undirected graph with a distinguished node r which is the root such that
there is a unique simple path P vu : u v for each pair of nodes u, v. The size of T is |VT |. Given a tree T with root r,
the level Lv(u) of a node u is the length of the simple path P ru from u to the root r, and every node in P ru is an ancestor
of u. If v is an ancestor of u, then u is a descendant of v. Note that a node u is both an ancestor and descendant of
itself. For a pair of nodes u, v 2 VT , the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of u and v is the common ancestor of u and
v with the largest level. The parent u of v is the unique ancestor of v in level Lv(v)   1, and v is a child of u. A leaf
of T is a node with no children. For a node u 2 VT , we denote by T (u) the subtree of T rooted in u (i.e., the tree
consisting of all descendants of u). The tree T is binary if every node has at most two children. The height of T is
maxu Lv(u) (i.e., it is the length of the longest path P ru ), and T is balanced if its height is O(log |VT |). Given a tree
T , a connected component C ✓ VT of T is a set of nodes of T such that for every pair of nodes u, v 2 C, the unique
simple path P vu in T visits only nodes in C.
Tree decompositions. Given a graph G, a tree-decomposition Tree(G) = (VT , ET ) is a tree with the following
properties.
T1: VT = {B1, . . . , Bb : for all 1  i  b. Bi ✓ V } and
S
Bi2VT Bi = V .
T2: For all (u, v) 2 E there exists Bi 2 VT such that u, v 2 Bi.
T3: For all Bi, Bj and any bag Bk that appears in the simple path Bi  Bj in Tree(G), we have Bi \Bj ✓ Bk.
The sets Bi which are nodes in VT are called bags. The width of a tree-decomposition Tree(G) is the size of the
largest bag minus 1, and the treewidth of G is the width of a minimum-width tree decomposition of G. Let G be a
graph, T = Tree(G), and B0 be the root of T . For u 2 V , we say that a bag B is the root bag of u if B is the
bag with the smallest level among all bags that contain u. By definition, for every node u there exists a unique bag
which is the root of u. We often write Bu for the root bag of u, i.e., Bu = argminBi2VT : u2Bi Lv (Bi), and denote
by Lv(u) = Lv (Bu). A bag B is said to introduce a node u 2 B if either B is a leaf, or u does not appear in any child
of B. In this work we consider only binary tree decompositions (if not, a tree decomposition can be made binary by a
standard process that increases its size by a constant factor while keeping the width the same).
See Figure 1 for an example of a graph and a tree-decomposition of it. The following lemma states a well-known
“separator property” of tree decompositions.
Lemma 1. Consider a graph G = (V,E), a binary tree-decomposition T = Tree(G), and a bag B of T . Let
(Ci)1i3 be the components of T created by removing B from T , and let Vi be the set of nodes that appear in bags
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of component Ci. For every i 6= j, nodes u 2 Vi, v 2 Vj and path P : u v, we have that P \B 6= ; (i.e., all paths
between u and v go through some node in B).
Proof. Examine any such path P . If there exists an x 2 P \ Vi \ Vj , then there exists bags Bi 2 Ci and Bj 2 Cj with
x 2 Bi \ Bj . Since B 2 Bi  Bj , by property T3 we have x 2 B. Otherwise there exists a last node yi of P with
yi 2 Vi, and if yj is the node of P following yi, we have (yi, yj) 2 E. By property T2, (yi, yj) 2 B0 for some bag
B0, and by the choice of yi, yj , it can only be B0 = B, hence yi, yj 2 B.
Using Lemma 1, we prove the following stronger version of the separator property, which will be useful throughout
the paper.
Lemma 2. Consider a graphG = (V,E) and a tree-decomposition Tree(G). Let u, v 2 V , and consider two distinct
bags B1 and Bj such that u 2 B1 and v 2 Bj . Let P 0 : B1, B2, . . . , Bj be the unique simple path in T from B1 to
Bj . For each i 2 {2, . . . , j} and for each path P : u v, there exists a node xi 2 (Bi 1 \Bi \ P ).
Proof. Let T = Tree(G). Fix a number i 2 {2, . . . , j}. We argue that for each path P : u  v, there exists a node
xi 2 (Bi 1 \ Bi \ P ). We construct a tree T 0, which is similar to T except that instead of having an edge between
bag Bi 1 and bag Bi, there is a new bag B, that contains the nodes in Bi 1 \Bi, and there is an edge between Bi 1
and B and one between B and Bi. It is easy to see that T 0 satisfies the properties T1-T3 of a tree-decomposition of
G. By Lemma 1, each bag B0 in the unique path P 00 : B1, . . . , Bi 1, B,Bi, . . . , Bj in T 0 separates u from v in G.
Hence, each path u v must go through some node in B, and the result follows.
The following lemma states that for nodes that appear in bags B, B0 of the tree-decomposition T = Tree(G), their
distance can be written as a sum of distances d(xi, xi+1) between pairs of nodes (xi, xi+1) that appear in bags Bi that
constitute the unique B  B0 path in T .
Lemma 3. Consider a weighted graph G = (V,E,wt) and a tree-decomposition Tree(G). Let u, v 2 V , and P 0 :
B1, B2, . . . , Bj be a simple path in T such that u 2 B1 and v 2 Bj . Let A = {u}⇥
⇣Q
1<ij (Bi 1 \Bi)
⌘
⇥ {v}.
Then d(u, v) = min(x1,...,xj+1)2A
Pj
i=1 d(xi, xi+1).
Proof. Consider a witness path P : u  v such that wt(P ) = d(u, v). By Lemma 2, there exists some node xi 2
(Bi 1\Bi\P ), for each i 2 {1, . . . , j}. It easily follows that d(u, v) =
Pj
i=1 d(xi, xi+1)with x1, . . . xj+1 2 A.
Nice tree decompositions. A tree-decomposition T = Tree(G) is called nice if every bag B is one of the following
types:
Leaf. |B| = 1.
Forget. B has exactly one child B0, and B ⇢ B0 and |B| = |B0|  1.
Introduce. B has exactly one child B0, and B0 ⇢ B and |B0| = |B|  1.
Join. B has exactly two children B1, B2, and B = B1 = B2.
For technical convenience, we also require the root of a nice tree decomposition to have size 1. Thus in a nice tree
decomposition every bag is the root bag of at most one node.
Model and word tricks. We consider the standard RAM model with word sizeW = ⇥(log n), where poly(n) is the
size of the input. Our reachability algorithm (in Section 4) uses so called “word tricks” heavily. We use constant-time
lowest common ancestor queries which also require word tricks [7].
Iterated logarithms.
For   2 N, we use the  -iterated logarithm, defined as:
log( )⇤ n =
(
0 if x  1
1 + log( )⇤
⇣
log(  1)⇤ n
⌘
if x > 1
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where log(0)⇤ n = log n and log(1)⇤ n = log⇤ n. Furthermore, we use the inverse of the Ackermann function [3]. The
Ackermann function is:
A(i, j) =
8><>:
2j if i = 0 and j   0
1 if i   1 and j = 0
A(i  1, A(i, j   1)) if i, j   1
The inverse Ackermann function is ↵(n) = argminj(A(j, j)   n). We have that log( )⇤ n = argminj(A( + 1, j)  
n), and hence log(↵(n) 1)⇤ n = argminj(A(↵(n), j)   n)  ↵(n).
Graph queries. In this work we consider the following queries on the graph G.
1. Given nodes u, v 2 V , the pair reachability query returns true iff (u, v) 2 E⇤.
2. Given a node u 2 V , the single-source reachability query returns the set {v : (u, v) 2 E⇤} of nodes reachable
from u.
3. Given nodes u, v 2 V , the pair distance query returns the distance d(u, v).
4. Given a node u 2 V , the single-source distance query returns the distance d(u, v) from u to v, for all v such
that (u, v) 2 E⇤.
3 Local Distance Computation
Consider a graph G = (V,E), with a tree-decomposition Tree(G) = (VT , ET ) of |VT | = O(n) bags and width t. In
this section we present an algorithm for computing “local distances” in each bag, namely, the distance d(u, v) between
every pair of nodes u, v that appear in some bag B. The result of this section is used in later sections for answering
reachability (which is a special case of distance) and distance queries on G.
Local distances. Given a tree-decomposition T = Tree(G) of a graph G and a node u 2 V , we define the local
forward and backward maps FWDu,BWDu : Bu ! Z [ {1} of u as
FWDu(v) = d(u, v); BWDu(v) = d(v, u)
i.e., FWDu (resp., BWDu) stores the forward (resp., backward) distances to and from nodes that appear in the root bag
of u. For any bag B 2 VT , we define the local distance map of B as
LDB : B ⇥B ! Z [ {1} such that for all u, v 2 B, we have LDB(u, v) = d(u, v)
Note that actually storing all LDB explicitly requires ⌦(n · t2) space. The following lemma implies that the distance
between any two nodes that appear in some bag is captured in the local forward and backward maps. Hence the local
distance maps LDB are stored implicitly in the forward and backward maps.
Lemma 4. For every B 2 VT and u, v 2 B, we have u 2 Bv iff Lv(v)   Lv(u).
Proof. Consider some (u, v) 2 E, such that Lv(v)   Lv(u). By the definition of tree decomposition, there exists
some Bi 2 VT such that u, v 2 Bi. Then u appears in all bags Bj in the simple path P : Bi  Bu, and since
Lv(v)   Lv(u), the bag Bv appears in P . Hence u 2 Bv .
The task of this section is to compute the local forward and backward maps of each node fast. We establish the
following theorem.
Theorem 1. Given a weighted graph G = (V,E,wt) and a tree-decomposition Tree(G) of G of width t and O(n)
bags, the local forward and backward maps of all nodes can be computed in total O(n · t2) time and O(n · t) space.
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Ordered set and map data-structures. We fix a total order on the vertices V of G. A set A ✓ V is represented
as an ordered set by enumerating the elements of A in increasing order. For A ✓ V , a map M : A ! Z [ {1}
is represented as an ordered map by a pair of lists (L1, L2), where L1 is an ordered set representation of A, and L2
such that in position i it contains the image underM of the element of L1 in position i. Intersecting two ordered sets
requires linear time in the size of the sets. Given two mapsM1 : A1 ! Z [ {1},M2 : A2 ! Z [ {1} represented
as ordered maps, computing the map M : A1 \ A2 ! Z [ {1} with M(u) = min(M1(u),M2(u)) also requires
linear time in the size ofM1,M2.
We assume that the bags of Tree(G) are stored using the ordered set data-structure (if not, this can be done in O(n ·
t · log t) time). Clearly all forward and backward maps can be stored as ordered maps in O(n · t) space (using O(t)
space per map). Given the forward and backward maps as ordered maps, the local distance map LDB for any bag B
can be constructed in O(t2) time, by examining all O(t) maps FWDu, BWDu for each u 2 B. In the following we
present algorithm LocDis for computing the maps FWDu and BWDu of each node u.
Subsuming tree-decomposition. Given a nice tree-decomposition T 0 = (V 0T , E0T ) and a tree-decomposition T =
(VT , ET ) of a graph G, we say that T 0 subsumes T if the following conditions hold.
1. For every B0 2 V 0T there exists B 2 VT such that B0 ✓ B.
2. For every B 2 VT , there exists B0 2 V 0T with B = B0.
We present our algorithm LocDis for the local distance computation on a nice tree decomposition. In order to apply
LocDis on any tree-decomposition T , we first construct a nice tree-decomposition T 0 that subsumes T , and then
execute LocDis on T 0. It is straightforward to verify that for any bag B of T , we have LDB = LDB0 where B0 is
a bag of T 0 such that B = B0. Here we describe a slightly technical construction of such a T 0 such that T 0 uses
asymptotically the same space as T .
Lemma 5. For every tree-decomposition T = (VT , ET ) with b bags and width t there exists a nice tree-decomposition
T 0 = (V 0T , E
0
T ) of O(b · t) bags and width t that subsumes T . Moreover, T 0 uses O(b · t) space and can be constructed
in O(b · t · log t) time.
Proof. Let B1, . . . Bb be the bags of VT . We present an informal outline of the construction. Along the construction,
we build a map f : V 0T ! {1, . . . , b}. First, create T 0 identical to T , and for each Bi 2 V 0T , sort the nodes of Bi in
some order, and let f(B) = i. Then, as long as one of the following cases holds, proceed accordingly.
1. If there exists a B 2 V 0T with two children B1, B2 such that B 6= B1 or B 6= B2, insert bags B
1
and B
2
in V 0T
such that B
1
= B
2
= B. Make each B
i
a child of B, and parent of Bi. Set f(B
i
) = f(B).
2. If there exists a B 2 V 0T which is the root bag of k > 1 nodes u1, . . . , uk, insert a line of k   1 bags
B1, . . . , Bk 1, where Bi is the parent of Bi+1, and Bi = B \ {ui+1, . . . , uk}. Make Bk 1 the parent of
B and B1 a child of the parent of B in T , and set f(Bi) = f(B) for all i.
3. If there exists a B 2 V 0T which introduces k > 1 nodes u1, . . . , uk, insert a line of k   1 bags B1, . . . , Bk 1,
where Bi is the child of Bi+1, and Bi = B \ {ui+1, . . . , uk}. Make Bk 1 the unique child of B, and make B1
the parent of all children of B in T , and set f(Bi) = f(B) for all i.
Finally, in the above construction each B 2 V 0T is not stored explicitly as a set, but implicitly as a pointer f(B) to a
bag Bf(B) of T , and (optionally) two integers iB , jB . A node u 2 Bf(B) is considered to belong to B if one of the
following holds.
1. Bf(B) is not the root bag of u, and u is not introduced in Bf(B).
2. Bf(B) is the root bag of u and u is the i-th node with root bag Bf(B) and i  iB .
3. u is the jth node introduced in Bf(B) and j  jB .
It follows from the definition of tree-decompositions that if none of the above three cases holds, T 0 is a nice tree-
decomposition that subsumes T . The construction requires O(b · t · log t) time to sort the nodes in each bag of T , and
O(b · t) time to construct the O(b · t) bags of T 0. The space used is O(b · t) for storing the original T , plus O(b · t) for
storing a pointer and index in each bag of T 0.
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Remark 1. It is known that every graph with treewidth t has a nice tree decomposition of O(n · t) bags and width
t [13, Lemma 7] . We note that Lemma 5 is different, in that T 0 is made to subsume some other tree-decomposition T .
This has the advantage that the local distance maps of T 0 carry over to T , while T has some other desired properties
(in later sections we require that T is balanced).
Algorithm LocDis. Given a graph G and a tree-decomposition T = Tree(G) with O(n) bags and width t, we present
an algorithm LocDis for computing the local forward and backward maps. First, construct a nice tree-decomposition
T 0 = (V 0T , E
0
T ) of O(n · t) bags which subsumes T , using the construction of Lemma 5. The rest of the computation
is then performed as a two-way pass on T 0, which has the property that every bag is the root bag of at most one node
x. For each node u 2 V maintain two ordered maps FWD0u,BWD0u : Bu ! Z [ {1}. For notational convenience,
we think of the maps FWD0u, BWD
0
u as variables. Initially set FWD
0
u(v) = wt(u, v) and BWD
0
u(v) = wt(v, u) for all
u 2 V (if (u, v) 62 E or (v, u) 62 E, then the corresponding entry is1). Given any bag B and nodes u, v 2 B, we
write LD0B(u, v) = w if either FWD
0
u(v) = w or BWD
0
v(u) = w. Since T 0 is nice, LD
0
B(u, v) is well-defined. Note
that as the maps FWD0u and BWD
0
u are modified by the algorithm, the maps LD
0
B are modified accordingly.
1. First pass. Traverse T 0 level by level starting from the leaves (bottom-up), and for each encountered bag
Bx that is the root bag of node x, execute the following steps: For every pair of nodes u, v 2 Bx, let
z = min(LD0Bx(u, v), LD
0
Bx(u, x) + LD
0
Bx(x, v)). If Lv(u)   Lv(v), then assign FWD0u(v) = z, otherwise
assign BWD0v(u) = z.
2. Second pass. Traverse T 0 level by level starting from the root (top-down), and for each encountered bag Bx
that is the root bag of node x, execute the following steps: For every pair of nodes u, v 2 Bx, let z1 =
min(LD0Bx(x, v), LD
0
Bx(x, u) + LD
0
Bx(u, v)), and z2 = min(LD
0
Bx(v, x), LD
0
Bx(u, x) + LD
0
Bx(v, u)). Assign
FWD0x(v) = z1 and BWD
0
x(v) = z2.
In the following we establish that at the end of the second pass it holds that FWD0u = FWDu and BWD
0
u = BWDu for
each u 2 V . We rely on the property that T 0 is nice only for the following facts: (i) every bag is the root bag of at
most one node, and (ii) the leaves and the root of T 0 have size 1. We say that a path P : x1, . . . , xk, is U-shaped in a
bag B if x1, xk 2 B and either k = 2, or for every 1 < i < k, the root bag Bxi of node xi is in T (B). The following
lemma captures a property of U-shaped paths which is used for obtaining Theorem 1.
Lemma 6. Given a bag B and nodes u, v 2 B such that exists a simple path (or simple cycle) P : u v which is U-
shaped in B, either |P | = 1 or P = (u, y1, . . . , yk, v) and for x = argmini Lv(yi), we have that Bx is a descendant
of B and P is U-shaped in Bx.
Proof. Decompose P to P1 : u x and P2 : x v, and we first argue that each Pi is U-shaped inBx. We only focus
on P1, as the proof is similar for P2. For any intermediate node y of P1, the LCA L of Bx and By is Bx, otherwise
it follows from Lemma 1 that P1 would go through some node of L that has smaller level than Lv(x), contradicting
our choice of x. Hence, every By of intermediate nodes y of P1 is contained in T (Bx), and it remains to show that
u 2 Bx. Since P is U-shaped in B, we have that Bx is a descendant of B. If B = Bx we are done, otherwise let B0
be the parent of Bx. By Lemma 2, there is a node y 2 B0 \ Bx \ P1, and it follows that Lv(y) < Lv(x). The only
such node in P1 is u, thus P1 is U-shaped in Bx. The same argument holds for P2, and since P is simple, it follows
that P is U-shaped in Bx.
Lemma 7. At the end of LocDis, for each node u 2 V , we have FWD0(u) = FWD(u) and BWD0(u) = BWD(u).
Proof. It is clear that for all nodes u and v, the map FWD0u(v) (resp. BWD
0
u(v)) always stores the weight of a u  v
(resp. v  u) path. The proof focuses on showing that z = minP wt(P ), where P is a simple u  v (resp. v  u)
path.
We first claim that after the first pass processes a bag B, for all u, v 2 B we have LD0B(u, v)  minP wt(P ), where
P ranges over simple u v paths that are U-shaped in B. The claim follows by induction on the levels processed by
the bottom-up pass.
1. It is trivially true for B being a leaf since T 0 is nice and thus |B| = 1.
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2. If B is not a leaf, by Lemma 6 either |P | = 1, or P = (u, y1, . . . , yk, v) and P is U-shaped in Bx, where
x = argmini Lv(yi). If |P | = 1, the claim follows from the initialization of FWD0 and BWD0. Otherwise, if
Bx 6= B, the proof follows from the induction hypothesis, as by Lemma 6 every such P is also U-shaped in Bx,
and Bx is a descendant of B. Finally, if Bx = B, decompose P to P1 : u x and P2 : x v. Note that since
P is simple, both P1 and P2 areU-shaped inB. Since x is not an intermediate node in either P1 or P2, both paths
are U-shaped in some descendant B0 of Bx and by the induction hypothesis we get that LD0B(u, x)  wt(P1)
and LD0B(x, v)  wt(P2) afterB0 has been examined, hence the inequalities hold when LocDis starts to examine
B. In all cases, it follows that after LocDis processes B, it will hold that LD0B(u, v)  wt(P ).
We now claim that after the second pass processes a bag Bx that is the root bag of some node x, it holds that
FWD0x(v) = d(x, v) and BWD
0
x(v) = d(v, x) for every v 2 Bx. The claim follows by induction on the levels
processed by the top-down pass.
1. The statement holds trivially if Bx is the root, since T 0 is nice and thus |Bx| = 1.
2. We now proceed inductively to some internal bag Bx examined by the algorithm in the second pass. We only
focus on FWD0x (the argument is similar for BWD
0
x). Consider any simple path P : x  v. Let u be the first
node in P for which Bu is not in T (Bx) and decompose P to P1 : x  u and P2 : u  v. By the choice
of u, we have that P1 is U-shaped in Bx, thus by the first pass we have LD0Bx(x, u)  wt(P1). By condition
T3 of the tree-decomposition, Bv and Bu are ancestors of Bx. Since T 0 is nice, we have that Bv , Bu are
strictly ancestors of Bx (i.e., neither Bv nor Bu is Bx) and hence the induction hypothesis applies to provide
that FWD0u(v) = d(u, v) or BWD
0
v(u) = d(u, v), and thus LD
0
Bx(u, v) = d(u, v) when LocDis starts to examine
Bx. It follows that after the second pass processes Bx, we have FWD0x(v) = d(x, v), as desired.
Figure 2 depicts the two passes. At the end of the computation, for all x 2 V we have FWD0(x) = FWD(x) and
BWD0(x) = BWD(x), as desired.
u
x
v
P1 P2
LD0Bx (u, x)  wt(P1)
LD0Bx (x, v)  wt(P2)
x
u
v
P1 P2
LD0Bx (x, u)  wt(P1)
LD0Bx (u, v)  wt(P2)
Figure 2: Illustration of the two passes for the local distance computation. In the left, P1 and P2 are any U-shaped
paths in Bx. In the right, P1 is any U-shaped path in Bx, and P2 is any u  v path. The inequalities hold when
LocDis starts to examine Bx. Afterwards we have LD0Bx(u, v)  wt(P1   P2) (left) and LD0Bx(x, v)  wt(P1   P2)
(right), where P1   P2 is the concatenation of the two paths.
Lemma 8. Algorithm LocDis requires O(n · t2) time and O(n · t) space.
Proof. For each u 2 V , the maps FWD0u and BWD0u takeO(t) space, and represented as ordered sets, their initialization
requiresO(t·log t) time, henceO(n·t·log t) time in total. By Lemma 5, the construction of T 0 is done inO(n·t·log t)
time andO(n · t) space. The algorithm LocDis examines each of theO(n · t) bagsB once in each pass, hence it spends
O(n · t) time in traversing T 0. For each bag Bx, LocDis spends O(t2) time to iterate over all pairs u, v 2 Bx, and
O(t) time to update each of the at most 2 · tmaps FWD0 and BWD0, using the ordered set data-structure. Hence LocDis
spends O(t2) time in total in Bx. There are n such bags Bx that are the root bags of some node x, hence the total time
of LocDis is O(n · t2). The space bound follows from the size of all forward and backward sets, and the size required
to store T and T 0.
Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 lead to Theorem 1.
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Remark 2. The algorithm LocDis detects the existence of negative cycles, by discovering that LD0B(u, u) < 0 for
some u.
Remark 3 (Comparison to previous work). The concept of local distance has been used before, such as in [2], [18]
and [31]. However, the algorithms in all cases use ⌦(b · t2) space and ⌦(b · t3) time (or ⌦(b · t4) in case of [18]), where
b is the number of bags in Tree(G), by storing explicitly all-pairs distances in each bag, and running Bellman-Ford or
Floyd-Warshall type of algorithms in each pass. The contribution of this section is twofold: (i) the notion of forward
and backward maps (FWD and BWD) shows thatO(n · t) space is enough for storing local distances, and (ii) the notion
of U-shaped paths is used to show that O(b + n · t2) time is enough for computing them. In both cases we obtain an
improvement by a factor of at least t, as typically b = ⇥(n).
4 Optimal Reachability for Low-Treewidth Graphs
In this section we present a data-structure Reachability which takes as input a graph G of n nodes and treewidth t,
and preprocess it in order to answer single-source and pair reachability queries fast. In particular, we establish the
following.
Theorem 2. Given a graph G of n nodes and treewidth t, let T (G) be the time and S(G) be the space required for
constructing a balanced tree-decomposition Tree(G) of O(n) bags and width O(t) on a standard RAM with wordsize
W = ⇥(log n). The data-structure Reachability correctly answers reachability queries and requires
1. O(T (G) + n · t2) preprocessing time;
2. O(S(G) + n · t) preprocessing space;
3. O
⇣l
t
logn
m⌘
pair query time; and
4. O
⇣
n·t
logn
⌘
single-source query time
For constant treewidth graphs we have that T (G) = O(n) and S(G) = O(n) ([9, Lemma 2]), and thus along with
Theorem 2 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Given a graph G of n nodes and constant treewidth, the data-structure Reachability requires O(n)
preprocessing time and space, and correctly answers (i) pair reachability queries in O(1) time, and (ii) single-source
reachability queries in O
⇣
n
logn
⌘
time.
Intuition. Informally, the preprocessing consists of first obtaining a binary and balanced tree-decomposition T of G,
and computing the local reachability information in each bag B (i.e., the pairs (u, v) 2 E⇤ with u, v 2 B) using
algorithm LocDis from Section 3. Then, the whole of preprocessing is done on T , by constructing two types of sets,
which are represented as bit sequences and packed into words of lengthW = ⇥(log n). Initially, every node u receives
an index iu, such that for every bag B, the indices of nodes whose root bag is in T (B) form a contiguous interval.
Additionally, for every appearance of node u in a bag B, the node u receives a local index lBu in B. For brevity, we
denote by (Ai)0ik the sequence (A0, A1, . . . Ak). When k is implied, we simply write (Ai)i. The following two
types of sets are constructed.
1. Sets that store information about subtrees. Specifically, for every node u, the set Fu stores the relative indices of
nodes v that can be reached from u, and whose root bag is in T (Bu). These sets are used to answer single-source
queries.
2. Sets that store information about ancestors. Specifically, for every node u, two sequences of sets are stored
(Fiu)0iLv(u), (Tiu)0iLv(u), such that Fiu (resp., Tiu) contains the local indices of nodes v in the ancestor bag
Biu of Bu at level i, such that (u, v) 2 E⇤ (resp., (v, u) 2 E⇤). These sets are used to answer pair queries.
The sets of the first type are constructed by a bottom-up pass, whereas the sets of the second type are constructed by a
top-down pass. Both passes are based on the separator property of tree decompositions (recall Lemma 1 and Lemma 2),
which informally states that reachability properties between nodes in distant bags will be captured transitively, through
nodes in intermediate bags. Figure 3 illustrates the constructed sets on a small example.
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Reachability Preprocessing. We now give a formal description of the preprocessing of Reachability that takes as input
a graph G of n nodes and treewidth t, and a balanced, binary tree-decomposition T = Tree(G) of width O(t). After
the preprocessing, Reachability supports single-source and pair reachability queries. We say that we “insert” set A to
set A0 meaning that we replace A0 with A [ A0. Sets are represented as bit sequences where 1 denotes membership
in the set, and the operation of inserting a set A “at the i-th position” of a set A0 is performed by taking the bit-wise
logical OR between A and the segment [i, i+ |A|] of A0. The preprocessing consists of the following steps.
1. Preprocess T to answer LCA queries in O(1) time [28].
2. Compute the local forward and backward maps of each node u 2 V wrt reachability (from Theorem 1). Thus
for any bag B and nodes u, v 2 B, we have LDB(u, v) = 1 iff (u, v) 2 E⇤.
3. Apply a pre-order traversal on T , and assign an incremental index iu to each node u at the time the root bag B
of u is visited. If there are multiple nodes u for which B is the root bag, assign the indices to those nodes in
some arbitrary order. Additionally, store the number su of nodes whose root bag is in T (B) and have index at
least iu. Finally, for each bag B and u 2 B, assign a unique local index lBu to u, and store in B the number of
nodes aB contained in all ancestors of B, and the number bB of nodes in B.
4. For every node u, initialize a bit set Fu of length su, pack it into words, and set the first bit to 1.
5. Traverse T bottom-up, and for every bag B execute the following step. For every pair of nodes u, v 2 B such
that B is the root bag of v and iu < iv and LDB(u, v) = 1, insert Fv to the segment [iv   iu, iv   iu + sv] of
Fu (the nodes reachable from v now become reachable from u, through v).
6. For every node u initialize two sequences of bit sets (Tiu)0iLv(u), (Fiu)0iLv(u), and pack them into consec-
utive words. Each set Tiu and Fiu has size bBiu , where B
i
u is the ancestor of Bu at level i.
7. Traverse T top-down, and for B the bag currently visited, for every node x 2 B, maintain two sequences of bit
sets (T
i
x)0iLv(B) and (F
i
x)0iLv(B). Each set T
i
x and F
i
x has size bBi , where Bi is the ancestor of B at level
i. Initially, B is the root of T (hence Lv(B) = 0), and set the position lBw of F
0
x (resp., T
0
x) to 1 for every node
w such that LDB(x,w) = 1 (resp., LDB(w, x) = 1). For each other bag B encountered in the traversal, do as
follows. Let S = B \B0, where B0 is the parent of B in T , and let x range over S.
(a) For each set sequence of a node x, create a set Tx (resp., Fx) of 0s of length bB , and for every w 2 B such
that LDB(x,w) = 1 (resp., LDB(w, x) = 1), set the lBw -th bit of Fx (resp., Tx) to 1. Append the set Tx
(resp., Fx) to (T
i
x)i (resp., (F
i
x)i). Now each set sequence (T
i
x)i and (F
i
x)i has size aB + bB .
(b) For each u 2 B whose root bag is B, initialize set sequences (Fiu)i and (Tiu)i with 0s of length aB + bB
each, and set the bit at position lBu of F
Lv(B)
u and T
Lv(B)
u to 1. For every w 2 B with LDB(u,w) = 1 (resp.,
LDB(w, u) = 1), insert (F
i
w)i to (F
i
u)i (resp., (T
i
w)i to (T
i
u)i). Finally, set (Fiu)i equal to (F
i
u)i (resp.,
(Tiu)i equal to (T
i
u)i).
Figure 3 illustrates on a small example the sets Fu, (Fiu)i and (Tiu)i constructed during the preprocessing.
It is fairly straightforward that at the end of the preprocessing, the i-th position of each set Fu is 1 only if (u, v) 2 E⇤,
where v is such that iv iu = i. The following lemma states the opposite direction, namely that each such i-th position
will be 1, as long as the path P : u v only visits nodes with certain indices.
Lemma 9. At the end of preprocessing, for every node u and v with iu  iv  iu+su, if there exists a path P : u v
such that for every w 2 P , we have iu  iw  iu + su, then the (iv   iu)-th bit of Fu is 1.
Proof. We prove inductively the following claim. For every ancestor B of Bv , if there exists w 2 B and a path
P1 : w  v, then exists x 2 B \ P1 such that ix  iv  ix + sx and the iv   ix-th bit of Fx is 1. The proof is by
induction on the length of the simple path P2 : B  Bv .
1. If |P2| = 0, the statement is true by taking x = v, since the 0-th bit of Fv is 1.
2. If |P2| > 0, examine the child B0 of B in P2. By Lemma 2, there exists x 2 B \ B0 \ P , and let P3 : x  v.
By the induction hypothesis there exists some y 2 B0 \ P3 with iy  iv  iy + sy and the iv   iy-th bit of
Fy is 1. If y 2 B, we take x = y. Otherwise, B0 is the root bag of y, and by the local distance computation of
Theorem 1, it is LDB0(x, y) = 1. Additionally, by the choice of x, y, we have ix < iy and sx   sy + iy   ix,
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18
9
2
10
3
6
4
7 5
(a)
8, 9, 10
1, 8, 9
2, 8, 10
2, 3, 10
7, 8, 9
6, 7, 9
4, 6, 9 5, 6, 7
(b)
u iu Bit-set Fu
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
2 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
8 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
10 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
9 3 1 0 0 1 0 1
7 4 1 1 1 1
6 5 1 1 0
4 6 1
5 7 1
1 8 1
3 9 1
(c)
i = 0 i = 1 i = 2 i = 3
v 2 8 10 8 9 10 7 8 9 6 7 9
l
Bi6
v 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
(Fi6)i 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
(Ti6)i 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
(d)
Figure 3: (a), (b): A graph G and a tree-decomposition Tree(G). (c): The sets Fu constructed from step 5 to answer
single-source queries. The j-th bit of a set Fu is 1 iff (u, v) 2 E⇤, where v is such that iu   iv = j. (d): The set
sequences (Fiu)i and (Tiu)i constructed from step 6 to answer pair queries, for u = 6. For every i 2 {0, 1, 2, 3} and
ancestor Bi6 of B6 at level i, every node v 2 Biu is assigned a local index lB
i
6
v . The j-th bit of set Fi6 (resp. Ti6) is 1 iff
(6, v) 2 E⇤ (resp. (v, 6) 2 E⇤), where v is such that lBi6v = j.
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thus ix  iv  ix + sx. Then in step 5, Fy is inserted in position iy   ix of Fx, thus the bit at position
iy   ix + iv   iy = iv   ix of Fx will be 1, and we are done.
When Bu is examined, by the above claim there exists x 2 P such that ix  iv and the iv   ix-th bit of Fx is 1. If
x = u we are done. Otherwise, by the choice of P , we have iu < ix, which can only happen if Bu is also the root bag
of x. Then in step 5, Fx is inserted in position ix   iu of Fu, and hence the bit at position ix   iu + iv   ix = iv   iu
of Fx will be 1, as desired.
Lemma 10. At the end of preprocessing, for every node u, for every v 2 Biu where Biu is the ancestor of Bu at level
i, we have that if (u, v) 2 E⇤ (resp., (v, u) 2 E⇤), then the lBiuv -th bit of Fiu (resp., Tiu) is 1 .
Proof. The proof is by application of Lemma 2 inductively on the path Biu  B, similarly to Lemma 9.
Lemma 11. Given a graph G with n nodes and treewidth t, let T (G) be the time and S(G) be the space required for
constructing a balanced binary tree-decomposition of G with O(n) bags and width O(t). The preprocessing phase of
Reachability on G requires O(T (G) + n · t2) time and O(S(G) + n · t) space.
Proof. First, we construct a binary tree-decomposition Tree(G) of G with b = O(n) bags, height h = O(log n) and
width t0 = O(t) in T (G) time and S(G) space. We establish the complexity of each preprocessing step separately.
1. By a standard construction for balanced trees, preprocessing T to answer LCA queries in O(1) time requires
O(b) = O(n) time.
2. By Theorem 1, this step requires O(n · t02) = O(n · t2) time and O(n · t0) = O(n · t) space.
3. Every bag B is visited once, and each operation on B takes constant time. We make O(t0) such operations in
B, hence this step requires O(b · t0) = O(n · t) time in total.
4-5. The space required in this step is the space for storing all the sets Fu of size su each, packed into words of length
W :
X
u2V
l su
W
m
=
hX
i=0
X
u:Lv(u)=i
l su
W
m

hX
i=0
X
u:Lv(u)=i
⇣ su
W
+ 1
⌘
=
1
W
·
hX
i=0
X
u:Lv(u)=i
su +
hX
i=0
X
u:Lv(u)=i
1  1
W
·
hX
i=0
n · (t0 + 1) + n = O(n · t)
since h = O(log n), t0 = O(t) and W = ⇥(log n). Note that we have
P
u:Lv(u)=i su  n · (t0 + 1) because
|Su Fu|  n (as there are n nodes) and every element ofSu Fu belongs to at most t0 + 1 such sets Fu (i.e., for
those u that share the same root bag at level i). The time required in this step is O(n · t) in total for iterating
over all pairs of nodes (u, v) in each bag B such that B is the root bag of either u or v, and O(n · t2) for the set
operations, by amortizing O(t) operations per word used.
6. The time and space required for storing each sequence of the sets (Fiu)0iLv(u) and (Tiu)0iLv(u) is:
X
u2V
2 ·
⇠
aBu + bBu
W
⇡
 2 · n ·
⇠
(t0 + 1) · h
W
⇡
= O(n · t)
since aBu + bBu  (t0 + 1) · h, h = O(log n) andW = ⇥(log n).
7. The space required is the space for storing the set sequences (T
i
v)i and (F
i
v)i, which is O(t2) by a similar
argument as in the previous item. The time required is O(t) for initializing every new set sequence (T
i
u)i and
(F
i
u)i and this will happen once for each node u at its root bag Bu, hence the total time is O(n · t).
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Reachability Querying. Given the preprocessing of Reachability, each query is answered as follows.
Pair query. Given a pair query (u, v), find the LCA B of bags Bu and Bv . Obtain the sets F
Lv(B)
u and T
Lv(B)
v of size
bB . Both sets start in bit position aB of the sequences (Fiu)i and (Tiv)i. Return True iff the logical-AND of the
sets FLv(B)u and T
Lv(B)
v contains an entry which is 1.
Single-source query. Given a single-source query u, create a bit setA of size n, initially all 0s. For every node x 2 Bu
with ix  iu, if the lBux -th bit of FLv(u)u is 1, insert Fx to the segment [ix, ix + sx] of A. Then traverse the path
from Bu to the root of T , and let Biu be the ancestor of Bu at level i < Lv(Bu). For every node x 2 Biu, if the
l
Biu
x -th bit of Fiu is 1, set the ix-th bit of A to 1. Additionally, if Biu has two children, let B be the child of Biu
that is not ancestor of Bu, and jmin and jmax the smallest and largest indices, respectively, of nodes whose root
bag is in T (B). Insert the segment [jmin  ix, jmax  ix] of Fx to the segment [jmin, jmax] of A. Report that the
set of nodes v reached from u is those v for which the iv-th bit of A is 1.
Lemma 12. After the preprocessing phase of Reachability, pair and single-source reachability queries are answered
correctly in O
⇣l
t
logn
m⌘
and O
⇣
n·t
logn
⌘
time respectively.
Proof. The correctness of the pair query comes immediately from Lemma 10 and Lemma 1, which implies that every
path u v must go through the LCA ofBu andBv . The time complexity follows from theO
 ⌃
t
W
⌥ 
word operations
on the sets FLv(B)u and T
Lv(B)
v of size O(t) each.
Now consider the single-source query from a node u and let v be any node such that there is a path P : u v. LetB be
the LCA of Bu, Bv , and by Lemma 1, there is a node y 2 B \P . Let x be the last such node in P , and let P 0 : x v
be the suffix of P from x. It follows that P 0 is a path such that for every w 2 P 0 we have ix  iw  ix + sx.
1. If Bv is an ancestor of Bu, then necessarily x = v, and by Lemma 10, the lBv -th bit of F
Lv(B)
u is 1. Then the
algorithm sets the iv-th bit of A to 1.
2. Else, Bx is an ancestor of Bv (recall that a bag is an ancestor of itself), and by Lemma 9, the (iv   ix)-th bit of
Fx is 1.
(a) If B is Bu, the algorithm will insert Fx to the segment [ix, ix + sx] of A, thus the ix + iv   ix = iv-th bit
of A is set to 1.
(b) If B is not Bu, it can be seen that jmin  iv  jmax, where jmin and jmax are the smallest and largest
indices of nodes whose root bag is in T (B0), with B0 the child of B that is not ancestor of Bu. Since
the (iv   ix)-th bit of Fx is 1, the (iv   jmin)-th bit of the [jmin, jmax] segment of Fx is 1, thus the
jmin + iv   jmin = iv-th bit of A is set to 1.
Regarding the time complexity, the algorithm performs O(h · t0) = O(h · t) set insertions to A. For every position j
of A, the number of such set insertions that overlap on j is at most t0 + 1 (once for every node in the LCA of Bu and
Bv , where v is such that iv = j). Hence if Hi is the size of the i-th insertion in A, we have
P
iHi  n · (t0 + 1).
Since the insertions are word operations, the total time spent for the single source query is
hX
i=0
⇠
Hi
W
⇡
 h+
hX
i=0
Hi
W
 h+ n · (t
0 + 1)
W
= O
✓
n · t
log n
◆
since h = O(log n), t0 = O(t) andW = ⇥(log n).
5 Distance Queries in Low-Treewidth Graphs
In this section we describe a method for preprocessing low-treewidth graphs in order to answer distance queries. We
provide a data-structure called Distance which is parametric on some   2 N, and yields the following result.
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Theorem 3. Given a graph G of n nodes and treewidth t, let T (G) be the time and S(G) be the space required
for constructing a nice tree-decomposition Tree(G) of O(n) bags and width t. For any   2 N, the data-structure
Distance correctly answers distance queries on G and requires
1. O
⇣
T (G) + ( + 2) · n · t2 · log( )⇤ n
⌘
preprocessing time;
2. O
⇣
S(G) + ( + 2) · n · t · log( )⇤ n
⌘
space;
3. O
 
( + 1) · t2  pair query time; and
4. O(n · t) single-source query time.
The algorithms of this section are based on Lemma 3 which states that for nodes that appear in bags B, B0 of the
tree-decomposition T = Tree(G), their distance can be written as a sum of distances d(xi, xi+1) between pairs of
nodes (xi, xi+1) that appear in bags Bi that constitute the unique B  B0 path in T . Recall that the local distance
computation of Section 3 provides a way for computing such distances d(xi, xi+1) fast. Here we build on top of the
local distance computation to develop a data-structure called Distance for answering distance queries. The main part
of the preprocessing consists of manipulating summary trees. Intuitively, given a tree-decomposition T , a summary
tree T of T consists of a subset of bags of T , such that:
1. The tree T is obtained from T by removing some bags and adding edges from their parents to their children.
2. For bags B with children B0 in T , for all u 2 B and v 2 B0, the distances d(u, v) and d(v, u) are stored in B0.
Hence, in such a summary tree T , the distances between all nodes in B and B0 have been summarized and can be
retrieved fast, regardless of the length of the B  B0 path in T (which we would otherwise have to pay as a cost for
retrieving them using Lemma 3). The preprocessing of the data-structure applies recursive summarizations of T , so
that in the end, for any two nodes u, v 2 V , the distance d(u, v) can be written as a sum of O(  + 1) summarized
distances, which can be retrieved by looking upO(( +1) · t2) such summarized distances. The algorithmic technique
is an adaptation of [3]. A direct application results in higher preprocessing time, space, and query time complexities
by at least a factor of t (as in [18]).
A note on preprocessing. Most of this section focuses on answering pair distance queries d(u, v). Such a query is
computed by retrieving the distances d(u, x) and d(x, v), where x ranges over nodes of the bag B that is the LCA
of Bu and Bv in Tree(G). For ease of presentation, we describe the preprocessing phase of Distance for handling
queries d(u, v) whereBu is an ancestor of Bv . The case where Bu is a descendant of Bv is follows by straightforward
modifications of the former case, and is omitted.
Summary trees. Given a tree-decomposition T = Tree(G), a summary tree of T is a pair (T ,BS) where:
1. T = (VT , ET ) is a (connected) tree with VT ✓ VT , and each bag of T is a child of its lowest ancestor in T that
appears in T .
2. BS are collections of summary maps defined as follows. For each node u such that B is a smallest-level bag
in T that contains u, and B0 is the parent of B in T , the backward summary map of u in T is defined as
BSBu : B
0 ! Z with BSBu (v) = d(v, u).
Observe that for any bag B and ancestor B0 of B in T , every intermediate bag B00 in the simple path B  B0 in T
is also an intermediate bag in the simple path B  B0 in T . It follows from property T3 of tree-decompositions that
B00 ✓ B \ B0. Similarly to tree-decompositions, we say that a bag B “forgets” a node u, if u 2 B and u 62 B0 for
every ancestor B0 of B in T . In contrast to tree-decompositions, u might have more than one forget bags.
Operations on summary trees. The preprocessing phase of Distance on the tree-decomposition T = Tree(G)
constructs a summary tree T out of T , and further preprocesses it, using the following operations. Given a summary
tree T , we partition it into components and apply recursive summarizations on the components. To achieve certain
bounds on the partitions, we first make T binary, and then apply the partitioning. Then, the root and leaf distance map
computation is applied in each component, to calculate the distances to nodes appearing in the root and leaves of the
component. Finally the summarization procedure constructs a new summary tree from the roots of the components, and
the process repeats recursively. The operations of tree binarization, tree f(k)-partitioning, root and leaf distance map
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computation, and tree summarization are described below. Based on them, we afterwards give a formal description of
the preprocessing.
T
T i
...
Step 3 for  
T j
...
Step 3 for  
Step 3 for    1
T
0
Figure 4: Scheme of the Step 3 recursion of the preprocessing of Distance for a given  . A summary tree T of size k
is partitioned into components of size f(k) each, and the root and leaf distance set computation is executed. The root
bags are shown in boldface. The recursion is then two-fold: (1) the roots of the components form a new summary tree
T
0
which is recursively processed for     1, and (2) each component is itself a summary tree, recursively processed
for  .
Tree binarization. Given a summary tree (T ,BS) of some T = Tree(G), the binarization of T is done as follows.
For every bag B with children B1, . . . Bj , if j   3, then introduce j   2 copies of B, namely, bB2, bB3, . . . , bBj 1. The
transformation is as follows: B has two children, bB2 and B1; for all 2  i  j   2 the two children of bBi are Bi andbBi+1; and finally, the last copy bBj 1 has bags Bj and Bj 1 as children. If T has k bags, this process takes O(k · t)
time, and the size of the new tree is at most 2 · k. Note that the binarized tree (T ,BS) is also a summary tree of T . In
the sequel we only consider summary trees (T ,BS) where T is a binary tree.
Tree f(k)-partitioning. Given a function f : N ! N, a k 2 N and a binary summary tree (T ,BS) of some tree-
decomposition T with |VT | = k bags, the f(k)-partitioning of T consists of partitioning T into O
⇣
k
f(k)
⌘
connected
components that contain at most f(k) bags each. The partitioning is performed as follows: use a DFS to keep track of
the number of nodes in each subtree eT of T , and whenever the number of nodes in eT becomes at least f(k)2 cut eT off
into its own component. Note that since (T ,BS) is binary, no component becomes larger than f(k). This partitioning
takes linear time in the size of T . Each component T i of the partitioning is a summary tree of T .
Root and leaf distance map computation. Consider a summary tree (T ,BS) and an f(k)- partitioning on T , and
examine each component T i with root Bi0. For every node u that appears in some bag of T i, we compute the root
and leaf distance maps Ru : Bi0 ! Z [ {1} and Lju : Bj0 ! Z [ {1} of u defined as Ru(v) = d(v, u) and
Lju(v) = d(u, v) where B
j
0 is the root of a child component T j of T i in the partitioning, and that B
j
0 has an ancestor
bag B in T i that forgets u. In the following we describe the construction of these maps. We consider that the local
distance computation from Section 3 has been carried out (i.e., for each bag B we have constructed the map LDB with
LDB(u, v) = d(u, v) for all u, v 2 B ).
• (Root distance map computation). For each v 2 Bi0, to determine the distance Ru(v) = d(v, u) for all nodes u
that appear in bags of T i, execute the following steps. Execute a BFS in T i, and upon examining a bag B, for
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each node u that B forgets, assign
Ru(v) = min
y2B
(Ry(v) + LDB(y, u))
• (Leaf distance map computation). The leaf distance computation is similar to the root distance computation: For
every root Bj0 of a child component T j of T i and every v 2 Bj0, to determine the distance Lju(v) for all nodes
u that appear in bags of T i, traverse the path Bj0  Bi0. For every encountered bag B and u 2 B, let y range
over nodes that B forgets. Assign
Lju(v) = miny
 
Ljy(v) + LDB(u, y)
 
The correctness of the construction follows from Lemma 3 and a simple induction on the BFS. The time and space
requirement of the root and leaf distance map computation is as follows: Each root of each component is the source
of at most 2 · (t+ 1) traversals, leading to O
⇣
t · kf(k)
⌘
traversals of length O(f(k)) each. If each bag of T forgets at
most n0 nodes, then the cost of each step of each traversal is O(t · n0) for updating the set A and the distance maps of
the n0 nodes for which the current bag of the traversal forgets. Hence the total time spent is O(k · t2 · n0). The space
required is dominated by the space used for storing the root and leaf distance maps, which is bounded by O(k · t · n0),
since there exist O
⇣
k
f(k) · t
⌘
nodes v that appear in the root bag of some component T i, and each such node appears
in O(f(k) · n0) distance maps.
Tree summarization. Consider a summary tree (T ,BS) of size k that has been partitioned into kf(k) components, for
some f , and the root and leaf distance map computation has been carried out. The summarization of T is done by
constructing a new summary tree (T
0
,BS0) as follows. The bag set VT 0 contains all the bags B
i
0 that appeared as the
root of some component T i of the partitioning. A bag Bi0 is a parent of B
j
0 in T
0
iff T j is a child component of T i in
the partitioning of T . For every node u such that there is a bag Bj0 in T
0
that forgets u, let Bi0 be the parent of B
j
0 in
T
0
. Let B be the parent bag of Bj0 in T . We construct the new backwards summary map BS
0Bj0
u : B
i
0 ! Z [ {1} as
BS
0Bj0
u (v) = min
y2B
(BSB
j
0
u (y) +Ry(v))
if the bag Bj0 forgets u in T , otherwise BS
0
u = Ru.
If there are at most n0 nodes that each bag of T
0
forgets, the computation of the summary maps requires
O
⇣
k
f(k) · t2 · (n0 + 1)
⌘
, since there areO
⇣
k
f(k)
⌘
bags in T
0
, and we spendO(t2) time for each of theO(n0) nodes that
each such bag forgets (plus some linear in kf(k) term for all other nodes). The space required is O
⇣
k
f(k) · t · (n0 + 1)
⌘
for storing the newly computed summary maps.
Preprocessing T = Tree(G). Now we describe the preprocessing of T in order to answer distance queries of the
form (u, v), where Bu is an ancestor of Bv . We later show how to answer general pair queries. The preprocessing
is parametric on an arbitrarily chosen   2 N, which results in O((  + 2) · n · t2 log( )⇤ n) preprocessing time and
O
 
( + 1) · t2  query time (see Figure 4). The preprocessing phase of Distance is performed as follows.
Step 1 First, use LocDis from Section 3 to compute the local distance maps in T , and construct the summary tree
(T ,BS), of T with VT = VT . The computation of the summary edges BS is done by traversing T via DFS,
and for each bag Bu with parent B, constructing LDB . Lemma 3 implies that for each v 2 B, we have
d(u, v) = miny2Bu\B (d(u, y) + d(y, v)) and d(v, u) = miny2Bu\B (d(v, y) + d(y, u)). These distances
exist in LDB , and are used to construct the backward summary map BSu.
Step 2 Apply the root and leaf distance map computation on T , recursively for log( +1)⇤ n levels, and f(k) = t ·
log( )⇤ k. That is, each time consider a summary tree of k bags, partition it into O
⇣
k
t·log( )⇤ k
⌘
components
of size f(k) each, and compute the root and leaf distance maps. The next level processes summary trees T i
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corresponding to components in the current level. Initially we have k = O(n). For every partitioned summary
tree T i constructed in this recursion, perform a tree summarization, and let T
0
i be the resulting summary tree.
Execute Step 3 on T
0
i for    1.
Step 3 Given a summary tree T of size k and some   execute the following steps:
(a) If     0, perform an f(k) = log( )⇤ k partitioning of T , and compute the root and leaf distance maps for
each component T i. If T i has size more than one, execute Step 3 on T i for  . Perform a summarization
on the partitioned tree T , and let T
0
be the resulting summary tree. Then, execute Step 3 on T
0
for    1.
(b) If   =  1, perform an f(k) = 2·k3 partitioning of T , and compute the root and leaf distance maps for each
component T i. If T i has size more than one, execute Step 3 on T i for  .
Step 4 For every summary tree T in the last level of the recursion of Step 2, perform an all-pairs distance computation
on the subgraph of G induced by nodes u that appear in T .
Step 5 Preprocess each recursion tree generated in Steps 2 and 3 to answer LCA queries in constant time [28].
The time and space of preprocessing. Here we analyze the time and space requirements of Steps 1 to 5 of the
preprocessing.
Lemma 13. Given a nice tree-decomposition T of G and some   2 N, the preprocessing requires
O
⇣
( + 2) · t2 · n · log( )⇤ n
⌘
time and O
⇣
( + 2) · t · n log( )⇤ n
⌘
space.
Proof. We discuss the time and space complexity of each step below.
Step 1 LocDis requires O(n · t2) time and O(n · t) space (Lemma 8). The construction of the summary maps BSu
happens at most once for each node u, requiring O(t2) time for building the local distance map LDB of the
parent bag B of Bu, and O(t2) time for calculating d(u, v) for all v 2 B. Hence this step requires O(n · t2)
time. The space required is O(n · t) for storing the computed summary tree.
Step 3 Given a summary tree of k bags, each bag is the root bag of at most t+1 nodes, so we substitute n0 = (t+1) for
the cost of the distance map computation and tree summarization. Then, the time spent for root and leaf distance
map computation, as well as tree summarization is O(k · t3). Let T (k) denote the time spent in Step 3 on a
summary tree of size k for a parameter  . It is easy to verify that for   =  1, it is T (k) = O
 
t3 · k · log k .
For     0, it is
T (k)  k
log( )⇤ k
· T 
⇣
log( )⇤ k
⌘
+ T  1
✓
k
log( )⇤ k
◆
+O
 
k · t3 
and thus T (k) = O
⇣
( + 2) · t3 · k log( +1)⇤ k
⌘
.
Similarly, the space used for Step 3 is O
⇣
( + 2) · t2 · k · log( +1)⇤ k
⌘
.
Step 2 In each level of the recursion of Step 2, every summary tree is a subtree of the nice tree-decomposition T . It
follows that for the distance map computation and tree summarization n0 = 1, since every bag is the root bag of
at most one node. For a summary tree of size k in some level i of the recursion, the time spent for the distance
map computation, summarization, and calls to Step 3 is then
O(k · t2) + T  1
✓
k
t · log( +1)⇤ k
◆
= O
 
( + 2) · k · t2 
and since there are O
 
n
k
 
summary trees in level i, the total time spent in processing level i is O((  +
2) · n · t2). Finally, there are O
⇣
log( +1)⇤ n
⌘
such levels, and the total time spent in Step 2 is
O
⇣
( + 2) · t2 · n log( +1)⇤ n
⌘
. Similarly, the space used is O
⇣
( + 2) · t · n · log( +1)⇤ n
⌘
Step 4 Note that every summary tree T in the last level of the recursion of Step 2 has size at most
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t · log( )⇤
⇣
t · log( )⇤
⇣
. . . t · log( )⇤O(n)
⌘⌘
| {z }
log( +1)⇤ n applications
= t ·
✓
log( )⇤ t+ log( )⇤ log( )⇤ t+ · · ·+ log(( )⇤)log
( +1)⇤ n 1
t+O(1)
◆
= O
⇣
t · log( )⇤ t
⌘
since in discrete context, for all x   0, we have log( )⇤ x  2·x3 , and hence
P
i log
(( )⇤)i t  3 · log( )⇤ t.
Since T is a subtree of a nice tree-decomposition, the total number of nodes that appear in T isO
⇣
t · log( )⇤ t
⌘
.
It follows by the way edges are stored in T that the number of edges in T is O
⇣
t2 · log( )⇤ t
⌘
. We conclude
that the all pairs distance computation in T requires O
✓
t3 ·
⇣
log( )⇤ t
⌘2◆
time, and there are O
⇣
n
t·log( )⇤ t
⌘
such summary trees T , resulting in O
⇣
t2 · n · log( )⇤ t
⌘
total time. The space required is O
⇣
t · n · log( )⇤ t
⌘
for storing n
t·log( )⇤ t lookup matrices of size O
✓⇣
t · log( )⇤ t
⌘2◆
each.
Step 5 We can preprocess each recursion tree in time and space proportional to its size [36] so this step adds no
overhead to the complexity.
The desired result follows.
Ancestor pair query. Given u, v 2 V with Bu being an ancestor of Bv , the task is to retrieve d(u, v). First, test
whether the query can be answered by the lookup tables constructed in Step 4. If not, perform an LCA query on the
recursion tree of Step 2 to find the smallest component T of T that contains both bags Bu and Bv , and it follows that
Bu and Bv appear in two different sub-components Tu and T v . We obtain the corresponding root distance map Rv of
v and the leaf distance map Lju of u, such that B
j
0 is the root of the last component T j on the path between Tu and T v
(possibly T j = T v)1. We consider the following cases:
1. If T v is a child component of Tu, then d(u, v) = miny2Bj0 (d(u, y) + d(y, v)), where both distances have been
computed in Lju and Rv respectively. This requires O(t) time.
2. If T v is not a child component of Tu, the process repeats recursively for the recursion of Step 3 and bags Bj0
and Bv0 , where Bv0 is the root of T v . Lemma 3 implies that
d(u, v) = min
u02Bj0,v02Bk0
(d(u, u0) + d(u0, v0) + d(v0, v))
and the goal is to retrieve all distances d(u0, v0), as d(u, u0) and d(v0, v) have been computed in Lju and Rv
respectively. Using the same process as for u, v, all O(t2) distances d(u0, v0) are retrieved recursively. The
process might be repeated further on the recursion of Step 3, for up to   + 1 levels. Hence the worst case time
for answering the query is O(( + 1) · t2). The core process is depicted in Figure 5.
Pair query. The preprocessing and query phases for answering distance queries (u, v) where Bv is an ancestor of Bu
is similar to that where Bu is ancestor of Bv . In order to handle general pair queries, additionally preprocess T to
answer LCA queries in constant time. Let B be the LCA of Bu and Bv . Using the ancestor pair queries from above,
we can compute the mapsM,N : B ! Z[ {1} such thatM(y) = d(u, y) andN(y) = d(y, v) for all y 2 B. Given
these maps, we have d(u, v) = miny(M(y) +N(y)).
Single-source queries. The query from a node u consists of accessing the bags of Tree(G) via DFS, starting in
the bag Bu. The algorithm maintains a map d0u(v) for all v 2 V , initialized with du(v) = LDBu(u, v) for all
v 2 Bu, d0u(v) = 1 for all other v. Upon examining a bag Bv for some v 2 V for which d0u(v) = 1, it updates
d0u(v) = minx2Bv (d0u(x) + LDBv (x, v)). Finally, it returns the map d0u.
1This can be done using the algorithm in [36] which we currently use for LCA queries
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v
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v
d(u, y) 2 Lj(u)
d(y, v) 2 R(v)
(a)
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Bj0
Bv0
Bv
T u
T v
u
u0
v0
v
d(u, u0) 2 Lj(u)
d(v0, v) 2 R(v)
d(u0, v0) from Step 3
recursively
(b)
Figure 5: The two cases described in the query (u, v). Boldface bags are the root bags of their components. (a) If T v
is a child component of Tu, the answer is retrieved from Step 2 recursion, by combining Lj(u) and R(v).(b) If T v is
not a child component of Tu, the additional distances d(u0, v0) are retrieved from Step 3 recursion.
Correctness. The preprocessing consists of summarizing distances along paths B  B0 of T , for all u 2 B and
v 2 B0, where B and B0 are chosen conveniently to allow for fast queries. The correctness of the queries then follows
directly from Lemma 3.
Remark 4. The algorithmic technique of distance summarization on trees has been developed in [3], and has been
adapted on tree decompositions for the purpose of distance queries in [18], and more general semiring queries in [26].
However, our algorithm Distance utilizes our improved local distance computation (Section 3) and the notion of
summary trees, and leads to a factor t improvement of all resource bounds w.r.t. the previous results, i.e. preprocessing
time, space and query time.
6 Preprocessing Linear in n
In this section we describe a modification of the preprocessing described in Section 5 that reduces the preprocessing
time to linear in n (i.e., O
 
n · t2 ), at the expense of increasing the pair query time to O(t2 · ↵(n) ·min(log t,↵(n)).
We first describe the result for query time O(t2 · ↵2(n)), and then remark the required modifications for obtaining
O(t2 · ↵(n) ·min(log t,↵(n)) time.
Note that by using   = ↵(n)   1 in the preprocessing phase of algorithm Distance of Section 5, we achieve prepro-
cessing time O
 
t2 · n · ↵2(n) . Intuitively, the super-linear bound in n arises because of O(↵(n)) levels of recursion
in Step 2, each one spawning ↵(n) recursions in Step 3, until the parameter   becomes  1. In this section we modify
Distance to obtain a data-structure called DistanceLP (linear preprocessing for distance) that slightly alters Step 2 to
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remove the dependency on ↵2(n). In this direction, we consider only the case where t  n↵2(n) . The preprocessing
phase of DistanceLP is obtained by applying the following modifications to that of Distance.
1. Instead of Step 2, partition T intoO
⇣
n
t·↵2(n)
⌘
components of sizeO
 
t · ↵2(n)  each. Perform a summarization
on T , and apply Step 3 on the resulting summary tree T
0
for   = ↵(n)  1.
2. Skip Step 4.
It follows easily from the analysis of Lemma 13 that the preprocessing of DistanceLP requires O
 
n · t2  time and
O(n · t) space.
Ancestor pair query. Given a query (u, v), where Bu is an ancestor of Bv , proceed as follows. If Bu and Bv belong
to the same component T i of the modified Step 2, the query is answered by performing the single-source distance
search in the component T i starting from Bu. This is run as the single-source query of algorithm Distance, with
additionally restricting the DFS to the nodes that appear in T i. If Bu and Bv appear in different components Tu and
T v respectively, a single-source distance algorithm is executed in each one to determine the distances d(u, u0) and
d(v0, v) for all u0 2 Bj0 and v0 2 Bv0 , where Bj0 is the the root of the unique child component of Tu on the path
Bu  Bv , and Bv0 is the root of T v . Then for all such u0, v0, the distances d(u0, v0) are determined as in the algorithm
Distance, from the recursion of Step 3, and d(u, v) is then
d(u, v) = min
u02Bj0,v02Bv0
(d(u, u0) + d(u0, v0) + d(v0, v)) .
The query time is then O(↵2(n) · t2 + ↵(n) · t2) = O(↵2(n) · t2), where the first term is for the single-source queries
inside each component of size O(↵2(n) · t), and the second term is for determining d(u0, v0) for all described u0, v0,
using at most ↵(n) levels of recursion of Step 3.
Pair query. The preprocessing and query phases for answering shortest path queries (u, v) where Bv is an ancestor of
Bu is similar to that where Bu is ancestor of Bv . In order to handle general pair queries, additionally preprocess T to
answer LCA queries in constant time. Let Bi be the LCA of Bu and Bv . Using the ancestor pair queries from above,
we can compute the mapsM,N : B ! Z[ {1} such thatM(y) = d(u, y) andN(y) = d(y, v) for all y 2 B. Given
these maps, we have d(u, v) = miny(M(y) +N(y)).
Correctness. The correctness of DistanceLP follows from the correctness of DistanceLP and Distance, and we thus
obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Given a graph G of n nodes and treewidth t, let T (G) be the time and S(G) be the space required
for constructing a nice tree-decomposition Tree(G) of O(n) bags and width t, where t  n↵2(n) . The data-structure
DistanceLP correctly answers distance queries on G and requires
1. O(T (G) + n · t2) preprocessing time;
2. O(S(G) + n · t) space;
3. O(t2 · ↵2(n)) pair query time; and
4. O(n · t) single-source query time.
Remark 5. Note that the data-structure DistanceLP requires O(t2 · ↵2(n)) pair query time compared to the query
time of O(t4 · ↵(n)) from [18], and thus, is slower when t2  ↵(n). To obtain an algorithm which is faster, even
for such small t, in each component created in Step 2, we preprocess the component similarly to the algorithm in [3,
Section 3] with linear preprocessing time in n0 and logarithmic query time in n0 where n0 is the size of the component.
By using the technique of local distance computation introduced in this paper, we obtain an O(n0 · t2) preprocessing
time and O(n0 · t) space for a component of size n0 and query time of O(log(n0) · t2). Since each component has size
O(↵2(n)·t) and there areO( n↵2(n)·t ) of them, this requiresO(n·t2) time for preprocessing,O(t2 ·log t·log(↵2(n))) =
O(t2 · log t · ↵(n)) time for a pair query, and O(n · t) space. Thus we obtain bounds that are better than the previous
preprocessing time and space, and pair query time [18].
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7 Space vs Query Time Tradeoff for Sub-linear Space
The algorithm in Section 6 suggests a way to trade query time for space. Here we present the data-structure LowSpDis
(for low space). The idea is to create sufficiently large components in the initial partitioning of T , for which no pre-
processing is done. Then, a summarization T
0
of T is of sufficiently small size to be preprocessed by DistanceLP.
Answering a query (u, v) is handled similarly as in DistanceLP, but requires additional time for processing the com-
ponents in which u and v appear (since they have not been preprocessed). The results of this section are stated in the
following theorem and corollary.
Theorem 5. Consider (1) a constant ✏ 2 (0, 1]; (2) a weighted graph G = (V,E,wt) with n nodes; and (3) a
nice tree-decomposition Tree(G) of G of width t, for t  n↵2(n) , that consists of O(n) bags; and (4) for each bag
B 2 Tree(G) the number of bags in the subtree under B. The data-structure LowSpDis correctly answers pair
distance queries on G and requires
1. O(n · t2) preprocessing time;
2. O(n✏ · t2) working space; and
3. O(n1 ✏ · t2 · ↵2(n)) pair query time
In many cases it might not be reasonable to assume that so many things are part of the input tape as described in the
remark. Alternately, if only a weighted graph is in the input we can still trade time for space, but only down to
p
n
space.
Corollary 2. Let (1) a constant ✏ 2 [1/2, 1]; and (2) a weighted graph G = (V,E,wt) with n nodes and of constant
treewidth, be given. Then there exists an algorithm that correctly answers pair distance queries on G and requires
1. Polynomial in n preprocessing time;
2. O(n✏) working space; and
3. O(n1 ✏ · ↵2(n)) pair query time.
We first describe modifications in the tree partitioning and local distance computation that allows LowSpDis to operate
in the desired space bounds.
Tree partitioning: The algorithm LowSpTreePart. We first present the algorithm LowSpTreePart for computing a
tree partitioning in little space. Given a nice tree-decomposition T = Tree(G) for a given graphG over n nodes and a
number j  n the algorithm LowSpTreePart partitions T intoO(nj ) connected components forming a component tree,
each containing O(j) bags, in O(n) time and O(nj ) extra space. The partitioning is, like in Section 5, based on a post-
order DFS traversal of the tree. In the DFS traversal, the algorithm has a component forest (which forms a component
tree at the end of the traversal), a set of trees, where each tree consists of bags, which are roots of components. Also,
in the DFS traversal, the algorithm has a stack of triples (`, c, L) where ` is a level, c is a number (of bags), and L is a
list of trees in the component forest. Consider a step of the DFS traversal, in which the algorithm considers some bag
B at level i:
1. First, the DFS traversal partitions the children of B recursively, because it is post-order.
2. Second, consider the (at most) two triples on the stack with level i. Let them be (i`, c`, L`) and (ir, cr, Lr)
respectively if they exist.
3. If (ik, ck, Lk) was not in the stack for k 2 {`, r}, then let (ik, ck, Lk) = (i, 0, ;).
4. Let c0 = c` + cr be the number of bags cut off below B and let c00 be the number of bags in T (B).
5. If c00   c0   j, then
(a) Add B to the component forest, with each B0 2 Lk, for k 2 {`, r} as children and remove B0 from the
forest.
(b) Add (i  1, c00, (B)) to the stack, where (B) is the list that contains only B.
6. Otherwise, if c00   c0 < j and c0 > 0, add (i  1, c0, L`  Lr) to the stack, where L`  Lr is the concatenation of
the lists L` and Lr.
7. Otherwise, if c00   c0 < j and c0 = 0, add nothing to the stack.
8. Follow the post-order DFS traversal to the parent of B.
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Lemma 14. Given a number j, the algorithm LowSpTreePart computes a partitioning of T into O(n/j) partitions
each of size between j and 2 · j, except for one component, in time O(n) and requiring O(n/j) extra space.
Proof. Observe that the number of edges in the component forest is at most the number of cuts, that is at mostO(n/j).
Also, at all points, each triple (i, c, L) in the stack, is such that L is not the empty list and each component tree in the
component forest is in precisely one triple of the stack. This shows that it contains at most O(n/j) triples and the sum
of the length of the lists used is also at most O(n/j). Note that the total time used is O(n) for the DFS traversal.
The extended component Ext(C). In a partition with a component C, let component Ext(C) be the component C
together with the bags which are the roots of the child-components of C in the component tree. Note that Ext(C)
contains at most twice the number of bags of C, because the tree-decomposition T was nice (and thus binary).
Local root distance computation: The algorithm LowSpLocDis. Let ✏ > 0 be a given constant, and let A = n✏ · t2.
Consider some component tree T . We now describe how to recursively perform the local distance computation (as
described in Section 3) of roots of components in T (and find negative cycles anywhere). The resulting algorithm
will be called LowSpLocDis and will require O(n · t2) time and O(A) space. We will describe the computation on a
(sub)-component, using recursion. Consider some partitioning of T and a component C and let K be the size of C.
Let {B1, B2, . . . Bj} be the set of roots of components in Ext(C). We have two parts, each corresponding to a pass
of the algorithm LocDis. The first pass is as follows:
Base case: IfK · t  n✏, execute the following steps:
(a) Compute the first pass of local distance computation in G[C], following LocDis.
(b) Check if there is a negative cycle by testing if d(u, u) < 0 for some u 2 C. If so terminate the recursion
and return “Negative cycle”.
(c) Store the local distances d(u, v) for u, v 2 Bi as a ((t+ 1)⇥ (t+ 1))-matrixMi in Bi for each i.
(d) Discard everything, but the matricesMi constructed in the previous step.
Recursive case: Otherwise, ifK · t > n✏, execute the following steps:
Partition step: Partition C up into O(n✏) sub-components {C1, C2, . . . , Cj} forming a component tree bT , such
that each Ci has size O(Kn✏ ) using LowSpTreePart.
(a) Consider repeatedly Ci, such that the first pass of local root distances has been computed for the roots of
all children of Ci in bT (this is initially the case for the leaves).
i. Compute recursively the first pass of local root distances on Ext(Ci).
ii. Store the local distances d(u, v) for u, v 2 Bi as a (t⇥ t)-matrixMi in Bi for each i.
iii. Discard everything, but the matricesMi constructed in the previous step.
The second pass is similar (the difference is that the access of sub-components is top-down instead of bottom-up and
that we execute both passes instead of just the first) and formally as follows:
Base case: IfK · t  n✏, execute the following steps:
(a) Compute both passes of local distance computation in G[C], following LocDis.
(b) Check if there is a negative cycle by testing if d(u, u) < 0 for some u 2 C. If so terminate the recursion
and return “Negative cycle”.
(c) Store the local distances d(u, v) for u, v 2 Bi as a (t⇥ t)-matrixMi in Bi for each i.
(d) Discard everything, but the matricesMi constructed in the previous step.
Recursive case: Otherwise, ifK · t > n✏, execute the following steps:
Partition step: Partition C up into O(n✏) sub-components {C1, C2, . . . , Cj} forming a component tree bT , such
that each Ci has size O(Kn✏ ) using LowSpTreePart.
(a) Consider repeatedly Ci, such that the first pass of local root distances has been computed for the parent of
Ci in bT (this is initially the case for the root).
i. Compute recursively both passes of local root distances on Ext(Ci).
ii. Store the local distances d(u, v) for u, v 2 Bi as a (t⇥ t)-matrixMi in Bi for each i.
iii. Discard everything, but the matricesMi constructed in the previous step.
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Computing the local distances in the roots of the components T then consists of running the above two passes on T ,
where we partition according to T in each Partition step on T .
Lemma 15. Given an ✏ > 0, the algorithm LowSpLocDis requires O(n · t2) time and O(n✏ · t2) space.
Proof. Note that our algorithm for tree partitioning is deterministic and thus we always get the same partitioning
when we recompute it. Also, notice that the second pass recursively calls both the second and the first pass on the
sub-components, but the first pass only recursively calls the first. Since the depth of the recursion is O( 1✏ ) there are at
most O( 1✏ ) recursive calls on a fixed component.
We will now prove the following claim:
Claim 1. A given bag B of the tree decomposition is in at most 2 components at the lowest level.
Proof. Consider a fixed sub-component C with root B0. Let {B1, B2, . . . , Bj} be the roots of components which are
in Ext(C) but are not B0. We see that no Bi, for any i, will become the root of a sub-component (at any level of the
recursion) in Ext(C). This is because Bi is a leaf in C, and each sub-component (at any level of the recursion) has
size at least t (sinceK · t > A, and thus Kn✏   t) and can therefore not be made out of a leaf alone. Thus, if a bag is a
root of a sub-component at some level, but not the root of the whole tree at the start, then it is in 2 components at the
lowest level, otherwise it is only in 1.
The time to compute the two passes in the base case on a component C is O(bn · t2), where bn is the size of the
component. Hence, the total time for the base case is O( 1✏ · n · t2), using the claim. Also, in the recursive case, we
spend linear time (for the partitioning) and therefore use O( 1✏ · n) time for that in total on a fixed level and O(✏ 2 · n)
time in total over all levels. Hence, overall we use O( 1✏ · n · t2 + ✏ 2 · n) = O(n · t2) time in total.
The space usage is O(A✏ ) because, whenever we are at the lowest level of recursion, we store a partitioning on each of
the 1✏ levels and such a partitioning requires O(A) space (for the matrices in the roots of the O(n
✏) many components
at that level). Furthermore, on the lowest level we use O(bn · t) = O(A) space (because of our criteria for stopping the
recursion), where the size of the component is bn.
Correctness. The correctness of the base case follows directly from Lemma 7 (which shows the correctness of
LocDis). Note that instead of starting the first pass from the leaves and processing bottom-up in LocDis, it suffices
to iterate over bags, such that all bags below the bag have already been processed by the first pass. This gives us the
ordering used in LowSpLocDis on the components. Furtheremore, since LowSpLocDis do not recurse on components
C, but on the extended component Ext(C), we see that all leaves of Ext(C) (which are either leaves of the tree
decomposition or roots of some lower component) have either been processed by the first pass of LowSpLocDis in
case they are roots of some lower components, or are leaves in the tree decomposition. It follows that the first pass
of LowSpLocDis is correct. The correctness of the second pass is similar. We run both passes in the second pass
because the matrices computed in the sub-components would otherwise be thrown away between passes. This give us
the following lemma.
Lemma 16. Given a constant ✏ > 0, and a component tree T , the algorithm LowSpLocDis finds a negative cycle
if it exists in G, and otherwise computes the local distances for the roots of the components in T and in either case
requires O(n · t2) time and O(n✏ · t2) space.
Similarly to LowSpLocDis one can also compute the root and leaf distances, see Section 5, in O(n · t2) time and
O(n✏ · t2) space.
The preprocessing of LowSpDis. We are now ready to describe the preprocessing as performed by LowSpDis. Let
✏ > 0 be given and let s = max(n1 ✏ ·↵2(n), t ·↵2(n)) (which is less than n by assumption on t). The preprocessing
is as follows:
Step 1 Partition Tree(G) into O(ns ) components of size O(s) each.
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Step 2 For each root of each component apply the local distance computation algorithm LowSpLocDis, and construct
the partitioned summary tree T where each bag corresponds to a root of a component.
Step 3 Preprocess T according to DistanceLP.
Pair querying in LowSpDis. To solve a query from u to v, let Cu be the component that contains Bu, and Cv be the
component that contains Bv .
1. Test if Cu = Cv , by proceeding upward from Bu and Bv in the tree decomposition until the root of Cu and Cv
are reached (the roots of components are marked).
2. If Cu = Cv , execute the following steps:
(a) Find the LCA bag L of Bu and Bv using the tree decomposition together with the level of Bu and Bv .
(b) Partition Cu into O(s) partitions, such that Bu and Bv and L is the root of their corresponding sub-
component, using LowSpTreePart.
(c) Compute local, root and leaf distances on Cu.
(d) Use the root and leaf distance computation to compute d(u, v) = minw2L d(u,w) + d(w, v) and return.
3. Otherwise, if Cu 6= Cv , execute the following steps:
(a) Let Bu0 (resp. Bv0 ) be the root bag of Cu (resp. Cv).
(b) Compute the LCA component L of Bu0 and Bv0 using a constant time LCA query on the component tree.
(c) If L = Bu0 execute the following steps:
i. Find C 0v the last component on the path from Bv0 to L in T (using the algorithm for constant time
LCA queries). Let B0v be the root of C 0v .
ii. Partition Ext(Cu) into O(n✏) components such that Bu0 and B0v are the root of their respective com-
ponents.
iii. Partition Ext(Cv) into O(n✏) components such that Bv0 is the root of the component that contains it.
iv. Find local, root and leaf distances in Ext(Cu) and Ext(Cv) based on the partitioning.
v. Use the root and leaf distances to compute (1) d(u,w1), for each w1 2 B0v; and (2) d(w1, w2) for
each w1 2 B0v and w2 2 Bv0 (this root and leaf distance computation was computed as a part of the
preprocessing); and (3) d(w2, v), for each w2 2 Bv0 .
vi. Compute d(u, v) = minw12B0v,w22Bv0 d(u,w1) + d(w1, w2) + d(w2, v) and return.
(d) If L = Bv0 it is similar to the above.
(e) If Bv0 6= L 6= Bu0 execute the following steps:
i. Find C 0v (resp. C 0u) the last component on the path from Bv0 (resp. Bu0 ) to L in T (using the algorithm
for constant time LCA queries). Let B0v (resp. B0u) be the root of C 0v (resp. C 0u).
ii. Partition Ext(L) into O(n✏) components such that B0u and B0v are the root of their respective compo-
nents.
iii. Partition Ext(Cu) into O(n✏) components such that Bu0 is the root of the component that contains it.
iv. Partition Ext(Cv) into O(n✏) components such that Bv0 is the root of the component that contains it.
v. Find local, root and leaf distances in Ext(Cu) and Ext(Cv) and Ext(L) based on the partitioning.
vi. Use the root and leaf distances to compute (1) d(u,w1), for each w1 2 Bu0 ; and (2) d(w1, w2) for
each w1 2 Bu0 and w2 2 B0u (this root and leaf distance computation was computed as a part of
the preprocessing); and (3) d(w2, w3) for each w2 2 B0u and B0v using Ext(L); and (4) d(w3, w4)
for each w3 2 B0v and w4 2 Bv0 (this root and leaf distance computation was computed as a part of
the preprocessing); and (5) d(w4, v), for each w4 2 Bv0 . Then inductively compute d(u,wi+1) =
minwi d(u,wi) + d(wi, wi+1) for each wi+1 (note that d(u,w1) is already computed).
vii. Return d(u, v) = minw4(d(u,w4) + d(w4, v))
In all cases, after the computation of some query, remove all the data-structures used.
Correctness. In each case of the algorithm we find the shortest path among paths of the form w0 = u w1  w2  
· · · v = wk, where each of wi ranges over some bag Bi. It is easy to see that the bags Bi are bags on the path from
Bu to Bv in T . We see that in any path from u to v there must be a node in each Bi following Lemma 2. Also, it
is straightforward to see that we compute the distance between each pair wi, wi+1 correctly for all i, using either pair
queries from algorithm Distance in Section 5 or using LowSpLocDis. Finally, it is easy to see that we compute the
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distance from u to v correctly given that we computed the distance between each pair wi, wi+1 correctly.
Time and space requirements. It is clear that our preprocessing can be done as described in time O(n · t2) and
O(n✏ · t) space. In regards to the query, we see that the local and root and leaf distance preprocessing (of which we do
at most 4) requiresO(n1 ✏ ·t2 ·↵2(n)) time (the size of each component times t2) similarly to Lemma 4 andO(n✏ ·t2)
space, using the algorithms LowSpTreePart and LowSpLocDis. In the query we also use our data-structure (computed
in the preprocessing) upto two times, which takes O(t2 · ↵2(n)) time each and then at the end we use O(t2) time to
answer the query (we only find O(t2) edges and only need to consider certain paths of length at most 5). This then
takes O(n1 ✏ · t2 · ↵2(n)) time and O(n✏ · t2) space.
The above establish Theorem 5. The data-structure LowSpDis uses access to some precomputed tree decomposition of
the graph, and the tree decomposition (and the graph) is not counted for the working space bound of LowSpDis. Since
for constant treewidth graphs, the treewidth can be computed in deterministic logspace [22], LowSpDis combined with
the logspace algorithm leads to Corollary 2.
Corollary 2. Let (1) a constant ✏ 2 [1/2, 1]; and (2) a weighted graph G = (V,E,wt) with n nodes and of constant
treewidth, be given. Then there exists an algorithm that correctly answers pair distance queries on G and requires
1. Polynomial in n preprocessing time;
2. O(n✏) working space; and
3. O(n1 ✏ · ↵2(n)) pair query time.
Proof. In our preprocessing, instead of having access to the tree decomposition in the input, we can use [22] to
compute each bag of the tree decomposition in deterministic logarithmic space (and thus polynomial time) and then
use that in LowSpDis to compute the summary trees (i.e., whenever a bag is required, it is recomputed using the
logspace algorithm).
In the query from u to v we compute a tree decomposition of the components containing u and v in space and time
linear in their size, using e.g. [12] and then otherwise proceed as LowSpDis. Since the size of the component is
O(n1 ✏)  O(n✏) (recall that ✏   12 ), we get an data-structure using polynomial in n preprocessing time, but using
O(n✏) space and O(n1 ✏ · ↵2(n)) pair query time.
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